
ADVANCING THE DIALOGUE

Pay Practices for Developing  
C-Suite Talent

Introduc tIon

n the best-run companies, CEOs and directors take considerable 
care in developing high-potential leaders. The CEO and other 
members of the senior leadership team assume responsibility for 
designing and implementing a leadership-development system. 

They identify high potential talent and determine the best opportuni-
ties to help that talent grow. The board then oversees the system to 
ensure it produces the talent needed to fill top posts. 

the process is continuous and future-focused — and it doesn’t stop 

there. the best-run companies also make sure that compensation  

decisions and other rewards support leadership development efforts. 

they avoid the possibility that questions over pay might deter develop-

ment, and instead provide explicit recognition and encouragement for 

top talent to go the extra mile in contributing to the company. 

How can cEos and directors assure they have the right compensation 

practices so that high-potential leaders remain committed to making 

outsized contributions to the organization? cEos and directors should 

ask a number of questions: does our pay program compensate devel-

opment-minded, high-potential leaders with adequately differentiated 

pay? With meaningful awards to recognize special achievements? With 

promotions accompanied by meaningful pay increases? With appropri-

ate retention awards to avoid losing the best people to other companies? 

the practices should reward, motivate, and retain top performers as 

they move up, sideways, and take on special projects.

I WhaT’S ThE Big iDEa?

Ensure compensation programs fully  
support the development of future leaders 
by rewarding, motivating, and retaining top 
performers as they move up, sideways,  
and take on special projects.

• Employ significant differentiation in  
 regular compensation programs as up- 
 and coming leaders progress.

• Provide meaningful special awards to  
 recognize key projects and extraordinary  
 achievements.

• recognize promotions with meaningful  
 pay increases, while not penalizing lateral  
 (or even less prestigious) moves for  
 development purposes.

• utilize selective retention awards to  
 avoid losing top talent to other  
 companies.
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cEos and boards can make the mistake of treating pay practices as an afterthought in leadership-development 

efforts. Many companies are inconsistent, settling for ad hoc, case-by-case, or off-the-cuff approaches. this can 

lead to less-than-optimal talent development, and even to hard feelings by rising stars concerned over uneven 

handling of compensation. But an effective leadership-development system will bring along dozens of high-poten-

tial leaders while ensuring pay decisions complement and reaffirm each talent-development step, right up to the 

transition to the chief executive slot. 

A consumer-products company with a well-established leadership-development process illustrates one of the 

pitfalls of failing to adequately think through a pay plan’s link to talent development. the firm went through an 

extensive analysis of its rewards programs. the cEo and board had intended the program to differentiate top 

executives based on their performance and potential. Instead, the analysis showed the system rewarded people 

largely for tenure. the best people earned no better pay than veteran, lower-performing peers. the cEo and board 

realized they were missing an opportunity to use differentiated pay to encourage faster and more robust development 

and create more loyalty among  their high-potential leaders. 

to avoid sub-optimizing the performance of a talent-development system in this way, companies need to build 

their systems from the ground up with pay and other non-financial rewards in mind. With the right system in place, 

pay and rewards catalyze continuous, fast-track talent development that underpins the company’s future success. 

the first step to this success, of course, is implementing an effective talent-development system. let’s review four 

key parts: 

1. Understanding Company Needs

cEos and directors need to first clarify company strategy. Where is the company headed in the near and long term? 

How might strategy change with changes in technology, customer preferences, logistics practices, manufacturing 

processes, global markets, economic conditions, and other factors? Will the company need to transform its business 

model? Will it, say, move from outsourcing manufacturing to third parties in Asia to manufacturing with just-in-time, 

made-to-order concepts at home? clarifying strategy, of course, is not a one-time challenge. companies need to 

reevaluate continuously to determine how to construct development plans for high-potential leadership successors.

2. Identifying Skills and Competencies

With a clear picture of strategy, cEos and directors need to ask what the future portends for talent needs. What 

skillsets and competencies will be required? What experiences must leaders have? Where are the gaps? Should 

high-potential leaders get experience in different functions? different geographies? different business units? What 

about in business units with different profiles, performance levels, or at different life-cycle stages (start-up, growing, 

mature, etc.) Should up-and-coming leaders complete special project assignments with specific challenges?  

Should they report directly to the board periodically to demonstrate leadership? Should cEo candidates serve on 

other company boards? the system should identify all the training and experience needs for leaders to carry out 

future strategies.

3. Identifying Skills and Competencies

At the same time, the cEo and directors need to identify high-potential future leaders. Who stands in line to succeed 

the cEo? Who is in line to rise to the c-Suite? do emerging leaders appear fit to fill the company’s future competency 

needs? Might the cEo and board have to go outside to find needed skills? If so, at what organization level does it 
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make the most sense to go outside? cEos and boards will want to take an expansive view, looking beyond the 

“normal suspects” in line for promotion. the right people may work in other functions, divisions, and geographies.  

A system should specify each person’s training and development needs and a plan to address them, including 

whether the company can provide it in-house or will have to go outside.

4. Matching Pay to Development

With a system in place to identify needed competencies, talent, and development plans, the cEo and board can 

confidently move high-potential people into the right situations, whether via promotions, special assignments, 

or new responsibilities. they can then arrange pay to provide the appropriate level of reward and incentive. What 

should leaders receive when they move to head another function? When they take over the company’s biggest 

business unit? When they take a special assignment to launch a new unit overseas?

Such moves raise the question: What are the pay principles and practices cEos and boards should use as 

complements to the development program? At Semler Brossy, we believe four principles stand out when paying 

the cream of the high-potential crop: Pay should be measurably different in level and form from compensation 

for other individuals. It should combine multiple approaches to increase effectiveness. It should be customized 

in a way that is meaningful for recipients. And it should serve as a means for personal recognition, reinforcement 

of talent development, and retention of important leaders.

When it comes to pay practices, four categories play a central role: differentiation in the core pay programs, 

promotional increases, special recognition awards, and selective retention grants (Fig 1). When used in the right 

order, at the right times, and in right measure, these practices keep high-potential leaders ready, willing, and 

satisfied to stay on a fast-paced development track — and stay with the company.

Differentiation in the Core Program

cEos and boards need a way to put high-potential leaders in a class of their own. the question is: How do you use 

pay as a differentiator? the typical pay program includes a number of tools, and companies want to assure they are 

prepared to use all of them to support talent development. the tools include base salary increases, annual incentive 

targets, long-term incentive targets, and individual adjustments of annual and long-term incentives (Fig 1).

these tools offer a lot of flexibility, allowing adjustments both large and small as well as fixed and variable. upon 

initial identification of an individual’s potential, cEos and boards can separate his or her pay from the rest by  

differentiating base salaries and/or annual incentives. For the highest performance and potential, they can give  

differentiated long-term incentive grants. these tools can be used at different times, sometimes alone, sometimes 

in combination.

to reward sustained high performers who are critical to one or more succession plans, companies can position 

pay above the median, ideally at the sixty-fifth or higher percentile. the tools discussed above help them get there, 

through above-average salary increases, higher target annual incentives as a percent of salary, above-guideline  

long-term incentive grants, or above-target annual incentive adjustments. 

As one case, a manufacturing company held back 10 percent of its regular annual incentive pool to provide  

adjustments of 50 percent to its highest performers. It also increased long-term incentive grants by 40 percent for 

its top 10 percent of executives, people considered the highest-potential leaders. By receiving such adjustments, 

these rising stars meaningfully outpaced their peers inside and outside the company. In another case, a different 
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manufacturer allowed sustained high performers to earn pay close to the seventy-fifth percentile, while positioning 

the majority of the population at market median.

differentiation of this kind is useful when companies first identify executives as succession candidates. It continues 

to be useful as they rise in the ranks. High potentials like to know they’re different, and that they’re getting the  

highest possible reward.

Promotional Increases

differentiated pay alone can only make so much difference in setting apart pay for high-potential leaders. At the 

point where succession candidates have measurably changed their value to the organization and are ready to  

contribute at higher levels, cEos and boards can supplement the tools in the core pay program with several others. 

the first is the promotional increase, which provides a more significant way to introduce step changes in pay.  

Figure 1. Using Compensation to Complement Talent Development

Use this kind of pay... ...when yoU want to

differentiated pay in core compensation programs

– Larger base salary increases

– Larger annual incentive targets

– Larger long-term incentive targets

–  significant individual adjustments to annual  
incentive payments and long-term incentive grants

– pegging pay to a higher market position

Motivate and reward people as they develop at any 
leadership level

Show people you’re setting them apart from the pack

Recognition awards  
(cash in early stages or stock later on)

Reward successful achievement of an initiative,  
project, cross-functional task force outcome,  
special assignment

promotion (with typical pay raise) Motivate and reward people with significant  
(and/or frequent) raises throughout their  
executive development

Retention awards, with longer-term, back-end vesting 
(typically equity based)

Retain top talent at CEO, C-suite level, or division  
leadership roles, to avoid losing talent during succession

Encourage top talent on accelerated career track (with 
smaller awards)

Use cautiously to avoid loss of novelty, prestige
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Promotional increases are especially useful as companies single out and give top performers larger responsibilities, 

and with them, important development opportunities. As an example, a consumer products company tapped a 

senior human-resources generalist to be the head of corporate human resources, and in the process, increased her 

total pay opportunity by over 40 percent. 

of course, promotions can only be applied when responsibility and skillset changes warrant. But they give the cEo 

and board the best way to reward rising stars with significant increases in annual bonus and long-term incentives 

while making high-potential leaders feel appreciated. An example is the case of a cFo in a healthcare company. the 

cEo and the board gave him added responsibilities, first for information technology, then for a business unit, and 

finally for broader operations. to reflect these extensive new responsibilities, the company increased the cFo’s pay 

commensurately, including increasing his annual bonus target by 25 percentage points and granting over 50 percent 

larger equity awards. the new pay, both a reward and incentive, allowed the cFo to share increasingly in the success 

of the company. In another case, an aerospace company moved a cEo succession candidate to a coo position to 

give him more general management experience. the board repriced the candidate’s pay to roughly align with the 

midpoint of coo and cEo benchmarks in the industry.

In some cases, cEos and boards may move people to less prestigious, even troubled, assignments. In such cases, cEos  

and boards should not penalize up-and-coming leaders for taking smaller jobs to build an experience base. In a marketing 

company, the cEo wanted to move a high-potential leader into an ailing business unit to give him experience managing a 

turnaround. Without intervention, the leader would have gotten a reduced bonus based on the unit’s poor performance. 

the cEo and board anticipated the transition, however, and guaranteed the leader the higher of pay based on the performance 

of the old or new business for the first three years.  the leader thus enjoyed downside protection for an interim period.

Recognition Awards

Frequently, the special cross-functional assignments high-potential leaders are given take them out of their core jobs 

for a period of time or require them to do work in addition to performing their regular responsibilities. these roles 

are high profile and high impact. this is where recognition awards come in. generally reserved for extraordinary 

performance on special assignments, these rewards typically come in the form of cash or restricted stock. they apply 

to only an elite set of people in the company.

cash-based recognition awards are often more immediate in nature, and may be smaller, equal to the annual bonus 

or a half times salary. For example, a board was seeking the appropriate recognition award for a just-elevated cFo. 

the cFo was faced with the difficult, stressful, and highly visible challenge of restating financials for multiple years. 

the board awarded the cFo with a cash award equal to her incentive pay that vested first upon completion of an 

initial filing milestone. the cash continued to vest over time as the cFo met additional filing commitments.

Stock-based vehicles are often more substantial and frequently vest over a longer period than regular equity awards, 

at times with vesting weighted to the back end (e.g., vesting in years 3 and 4 of a four-year vesting period). Such 

grants range from about one to three times base salary, depending on the magnitude of a leader’s achievement and 

the period over which the award will be paid. In one case, the high-potential leaders charged with starting a new 

business received an immediate cash award equal to one-half salary and restricted stock worth two to three times 

their salaries. the stock vested over five years, with the first vesting after year 3. the award itself provided important 

recognition, while the back-end loading feature encouraged retention. 
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Along with serving as a financial incentive, the stock in this and similar cases increases high-potential leaders’ sense 

of affiliation with the company. the larger the ownership stake, the stronger the affiliation. In a sense, a company  

giving out back-end loaded restricted stock for a new venture is saying to executives, “We believe in you, we want you 

to do what you’re passionate about, and we know the things you’re doing will make a difference to the company in 

the future.” this kind of pay also helps with retention.

Retention Grants

High-potential leaders have increasing value with each talent-development step they take. that value can benefit the 

company, but it can also make executives prime targets for poaching by other firms. this is especially true if they 

have talent in sought-after skills for the future, such as e-commerce or managing in new high-growth or emerging 

markets. that means many developmental moves require not just rewards and motivational incentives but retention 

incentives that help keep people “locked in.” 

retaining executives is particularly important after one or more loses out in a horserace for a top post. retention 

awards, appropriate for executives who have an important future role, help keep valuable people within the company. 

one retailer used special performance-based retention awards to lock in key successors across the company. As 

high-potential people moved into important jobs, the company gave them grants worth three to four times their 

normal equity awards. the grants required a vesting period of four to five years. they paid out only if executives met 

objectives based on special individually based metrics for achievement.

retention grants remain especially important during cEo succession. An emerging trend today is to attach  

performance requirements to grants, as opposed to giving restricted stock without specific requirements attached. 

the grants, if fully earned, may be as large as the executive’s long-term incentive compensation or up to one times 

the executive’s total direct compensation, depending on the level of skill and position in the organization. the grants 

give leaders significant upside earnings potential if the performance requirements are achieved.

one company narrowed the choice of successor cEo to three candidates. Each candidate received a cross-functional 

assignment with a direct reporting line to the board. one of the three executives was responsible for determining 

where the company would acquire future talent, the skillsets needed, and the cost. Another was responsible for  

determining the changing nature of customers, and how to profitably serve them. A third was responsible for  

launching a new marketing platform. the cEo and board adjusted the pay for all three candidates to about the level 

for cEos of smaller companies, recognizing that smaller companies might find these candidates particularly  

attractive cEo candidates. When the ultimate successor was chosen, the two passed-over executives were given 

retention awards equal to their regular annual equity grants.

Pay is not the only way to compensate high-potential people, of course. cEos and directors must consider the entire 

employee value proposition as they advance high-potential people along a leadership-development journey. the 

value proposition will include pay, benefits, career opportunities, job challenges, and the benefits of belonging to a 

great organization (Fig 2). the cEo and directors can use a variety of non-financial incentives to supplement the  

financial ones. In one case, we advised rewarding a high-potential leader with responsibility — and funds — to 

launch a new business channel. this allowed the executive to fulfill his passion. It meanwhile afforded him  

recognition for a special entrepreneurial effort, while strongly connecting him to the company, aiding retention.
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Summary

compensation provides a crucial means to support and energize developmental programs for high-potential leaders. 

Although cEos and directors are responsible for carefully structuring the entire employee value proposition, they 

need to pay special attention to pay practices that complement and reinforce development. no company can take a 

one-size-fits-all approach, but cEos and directors can formulate a general approach and then customize it, depending 

on each high-potential leader’s talents, ability gaps, and the rate of development. 

Without the right pay practices at hand, cEos and boards risk seeing rising leaders disengage from the firm and 

depart for greener pastures. to prevent that from happening, they can instead use pay to motivate them and assure 

the company has a deep bench of experienced leaders to tackle the challenges of the future.
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Figure 2. The Employee Value Proposition for high-Potential Leaders

Pay
(e.g., salary, bonus, incentives, special awards)
 

Benefits
(e.g., health, retirement, recognition, perks)
 

Career
(e.g., advancement, growth, training)
 

Job
(e.g., variety, challenge, autonomy, meaning)
 

Work Community
(e.g., work environment, values)
 

EmPLOyEE VaLUE PrOPOSiTiOn
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212.388.9775 
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developing and Paying the up-and-coming cEo

HoW you FAcIlItAtE cEo SuccESSIon dEPEndS 

on tHE StAgE:

Stage 1: Building a cadre of talent. rely on the existing 

pay program. Pay that comes with promotions best 

differentiates people as they move up the ladder.

Stage 2: Winnowing highest potential candidates.  

Provide equity grants to recognize people given  

special assignments. give upticks in regular annual 

grants, or if the annual incentive plan has an individual 

component, give larger adjustments. this pay  

applies to perhaps two dozen people in line for cEo  

or c-suite-level jobs.

Step 3: Identifying likely CEO candidates. Adjust pay 

levels of top candidates (about three) to coo and 

cEo market levels of smaller companies, less 15% to 

20%. Pay must reward and retain best people so they 

don’t depart. Pay should increase as leaders become 

accountable to board and for capital raising and  

allocation. often all contenders are treated the same.

Step 4: Appointing the COO. consider a hefty  

promotional grant to increase the new coo’s owner-

ship stake. Start thinking about pay steps for a  

transition to cEo.

Step 5: Promoting to the CEO. Implement transition 

pay increases. Supplement pay if the new cEo  

assumes board chair responsibilities. consider  

retention grants for crucial talent passed over for  

cEo slot.


